
Exercises (Do this exercise in the Grammar Book at page no.28 ) 

1. Fill in the blanks with appropriate pronouns. 

a. The teacher is in the class. He/She is teaching. 

b. He asked his father for a new pen. 

c. We brought the dog to the park with us. 

d. We/ They  are good friends. 

e. It is an interesting book. 

2. Replace the words given in brackets with suitable 

pronouns. Then read the sentences. (Do this exercise in the 

Grammar Book at page no.28 & 29.) 

 

b. My sister’s name is Supriya. She (Supriya) is the class monitor. Her 

classmates have to listen to her( Supriya). 

c. My uncle is games teacher. He (My uncle) works in my school. All 

the students like him(my uncle). 

d. I have a cat. It (My cat) is very naughty. It keeps running after the 

squirrels in the park. It (My cat) likes to play with them (the squirrels). 

e. We (My parents, my brother and I) have very good neighbours. 

They (My neighbours) are always ready to help us. (My parents, my 

brother and me). 

f. Preethi asks Sanjana: Will you (Sanjana) play with me (Preethi)? 

g. Sudha tells Supriya ,Priya and Preethi: I ( Sudha) will help you( 

Supriya, Priya and Preethi). 

h. Sanjana, Aditya and Amrita are my cousins. They (Sanjana, Aditya 

and Amrita) have come from Bengaluru to spend their holidays with 

us (my family). We (My family) will visit them (Sanjana, Aditya and 

Amrita) in May.     
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Exercises (Do this exercise in the Grammar Book at page no. 29 & 

30) 

 

Rewrite the sentences with the correct pronouns. 

b. Two of these toys belong to me. Two of these toys are mine. 

c. I think these pens belong to you. I think these pens are yours. 

d. This house belongs to them. This house is theirs. 

e. Those shirts belong to us. Those shirts are ours. 

f. The prize belongs to her. The prize is hers. 

 

 

Note- The above content is absolutely prepared at home.                                         

 


